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Abstract
Accelerating climate change and approaching climate tipping points are putting current landscapes under
great risk. Most protection measures rely on outdated grey infrastructure, giving people a false sense of
security against the consequences of climate change. From this the opportunity rises to revise the way we see
and use our landscapes in the context of climate change and invest in ecosystems as a strategy to sustainably
address climate related issues.
This thesis focuses on investigating the potential of forests in addressing issues related to climate mitigation
and adaptation. The Nature-Based Solution approach has been used as the overarching concept for
other related ecological concepts being, Ecosystem-Based Mitigation and Ecosystem-Based Adaptation.
The Krimpenerwaard is used as a case study. Nature-Based Solutions strategies to climate mitigation and
adaptation were identified and tested within different concepts to uncover their possible application within
the Krimpenerwaard. This process has generated a final design and a new landscape for the Krimpenerwaard,
composed of three ‘new’ landscape typologies addressing both short term climate mitigation and long-term
climate adaptation.
Keywords: climate change, climate tipping points, nature-based solutions, ecosystem-based mitigation,
ecosystem-based adaptation, strategies
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With this thesis I hope to inspire and challenges the discussion about the future of our landscapes in the
context of climate change.
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Let us embark on a massive
project of reforestation across Europe
- Frans Timmermans (Euractiv, 2019)
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PART 01

RESEARCH
INTRODUCTION
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“We’re shifting the odds, and not in our favour –
the risk clearly is increasing the more we heat our planet”
- Jonathan Donges (Carrington, 2021)
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Climate change and climate 		
tipping points
Climate change is probably one of the biggest
threats and challenge humankind has ever faced.
The climate has always been fluctuating, but
human activities, especially from the industrial
revolution onwards have accelerated this process.
Over the past 130 years, the earth’s temperature
has risen with 1 degree Celsius on average. In the
Netherlands it has even risen with 1,7 degrees
Celsius (Rijksoverheid, n.d.). Consequently, more
extreme weather events like severe rainfall, heavier
storms and probably also hotter and dryer summers
will be experienced. The Netherlands will become
more vulnerable to flooding, as most of the country
is located below sea level (KNMI, n.d.). More
attention is being given to natural ecosystems, in
particular forests, as a tool in climate mitigation
and adaptation strategies (Van Bodegom, A. J.,
2009). The growing awareness of our dependency
on ecosystems, in the context of climate change,
has led to the initiative led by the European Union
to plant over 2 billion trees in Europe to combat
climate change (Peeperkorn, 2019).
Climate change studies also touch upon the very
important and worrisome concept of ‘tipping
points’. Those tipping points refer to irreversible and
abrupt changes in the earths system (Schellnhuber,
2009). They have also been defined by Lenton
(2011) as, “large-scale subsystems (or components)
of the Earth system that can be switched — under
certain circumstances — into a qualitatively
different state by small perturbations”. These pose
a major threat to civilisation. Tipping points within
earths systems are strongly linked, and the collapse
of one could quickly result in a domino effect
(Rocha et al., 2018). But such events are difficult to
determine (Dudney & Suding, 2020). It is crucial to
10

Figure 1.1: Two examples of newspaper headlines highlighting
the dangerous and approaching climate tipping points.

not wait until precise knowledge of when tipping
points might occur, as it might in that case already
be too late. These alarming signs call for a change in
the way we use our landscape and its resources.
Today, we mainly rely on old grey infrastructure to
protect the Netherlands against the consequences
of climate change, such as our extensive system of
dikes and the internationally famous Delta Works.
However, as climate change accelerates, it brings
the durability of such infrastructures into question.
Some scientists and experts are convinced grey
infrastructure alone will not be able to protect the
Netherlands against the effects of climate change
(Keunen & van der Linden, 2018). The approach
towards the issues in the Dutch Delta Metropole
will be based upon Nature-based Solution
concepts, utilising natural processes and services
to generate sustainable and adaptive interventions,
revealing the potential of natural forest systems
in contributing to a climate adaptive Metropolitan
Delta.

Figure 1.2: Diagram illustrating the functionning of a Tipping
Point

Problem statement
Landscapes and ecosystems have always undergone
transformations, whether it is through natural
processes or human activities. For many centuries
artificial practices and infrastructure have shaped
the landscape to the benefits of men. Now, in the
context of climate change and upcoming climate
tipping points, we must transition towards a new
era in which ecosystems and natural processes
become the new infrastructures for the benefit of
men and environment. Current climate mitigation
strategies should consider long term climate
adaptation strategy, emphasising the need to
already start designing for climate adaptation.

1.2 Research location
The Green Heart of the Metropolitan Delta
The Green Hart is a remarkably preserved green
open peat meadow landscape in the west
metropolitan part of the Netherlands, located in
between the four biggest cities of the Netherlands;
Amsterdam, Rotterdam, The Hague, and Utrecht.
This metropolitan area (also called ‘Randstad’ in
Dutch), accomodates half of the Dutch population,
over 8 million people (PBL, 2015). There are very
few metropolitan areas in the world which still
incorporate such big central green open landscape.
This landscape is strongly connected to the
surrounding urban areas because of its location,
but also because of the way the area is being used.
Around 720.000 people that live in the area travel
to the surrounding cities to work. On the other
hand, the landscape of the Green Heart offers many
possibilities for recreation for people living in the
cities.
The Green Heart is a landscape which has been
11

considerably modified and shaped by human
interventions for many centuries. The peat
landscape, which makes up most of the area, has
become a major source of CO2 emissions through
artificial water drainage and peat oxidation, while
they naturally used to be great carbon sinks
(Kwakernaak & Veenendaal, 2010). Additionally,
oxidation causes soil subsidence, making the
landscape even more vulnerable to flooding during
heavy rainfall alongside sea level rise.

already well established within coastal and river
management (Keesstra et al., 2018). There is
still much room left to discover the potential of
strategically deploying and designing forests for
climate mitigation and adaptation, through the
operationalization of relevant concepts.
The available knowledge regarding the ability

The Krimpenerwaard
The Krimpenerwaard is one of the largest open
peat areas within the metropolitan delta, located
as an ‘island’ in between the Hollandse Ijssel,
the Lek, and the (smaller) Vlist rivers. Also, the
Krimpenerwaard beholds the most representative
problems related to climate change such as, soil
subsidence, greenhouse gas emissions, drought and,
vulnerability to flooding, which are also aggravated
due to its location in between three rivers. Looking
at the large climate assignment at hand, a significant
area will be needed in order to address the issues
accordingly related to the themes of water safety
and soil subsidence. Therefore, the Krimpenerwaard
has been appointed as the research and design
location.
Knowledge gap
The gap consists of a missing link between academic
knowledge and practical implementation of Nature
Based Solutions within land management, as is it

12

Figure 1.3: top: The administrative boundaries of the Green
Heart within the Metropolitan Delta.
Bottom: Location of the Krimpenerwaard

and potential of natural ecosystems in mitigating
and adapting to climatic changes through natural
processes and services is abundant. Yet, there is still
room left to expand the knowledge regarding the
application and the strategic operationalization of
Nature Base Solutions approach, and in particular
for the peat meadow landscape. The peat meadows
within the Dutch Metropolitan Delta are coping
with the most climate related issues, and at the
same time incorporates the highest cultural
values. The knowledge gap consists of exploring
possibilities on integrating Nature-Based Solutions
strategies to climate mitigation and adaptation, and
simultaneously build forth on the characteristics

research questions and a design questions which
will help answering the main research questions.

(which hold cultural/historical values) that make up
the local typology of the Krimpenerwaard.

2. What are possible strategies described by Nature
Based Solutions for mitigation and adaptation
within the peat meadow?

1.3 Research Objective & Questions
Through this research, the concept of Nature Based
Solutions is used to address climate related issues
within the Dutch Metropolitan Delta, revealing
the potential of natural systems to become
climate mitigation and adaptation strategies. The
overarching objective within this research is to
achieve ADAPTIVITY, meaning acting upon possible
tipping points within climate change to generate an
adaptive landscape design, strengthening the socialecological resilience of the Dutch Delta Metropole.
Two specific objectives have then been set to
address the issues within the Krimpenerwaard; first
is to study solutions for water safety, reduce the
vulnerability of the Krimpenerwaard to possible
flooding and extreme precipitation. Second, is to
study solutions for soil subsidence, to reduce CO2
emissions and vulnerability to water nuisance.
To reach those objectives, a main research question
has been formulated accompanied by two specific

Main Research Question:
What are possibilities of Nature Based Solutions
within the peat meadow to address climate
mitigation and adaptation?
Specific Research Questions:
1. What are the characteristics that make up the
local typology of the Krimpenerwaard?

Design Question:
How can a landscape design for short term climate
mitigation consider long term climate adaptation in
the Krimpenerwaard?

2. RESEARCH APPROACH
AND METHODS
2.1 Theoretical framework
Nature Based Solutions
During the last decade, a shift has started to occur
in the way we see and try to solve landscape and
climate related issues, more often utilising the
benefits of ecosystem services through natural
processes. This approach can also be referred to
13

Figure 2.1: The IJsseldelta project. It is one of the largest projects of the ‘Room for the River’ programme. The main
principles within the Room for the River programme are inspired from concepts related to Nature Based Solutions.

as Nature Based Solutions (Potschin et al., 2016).
Nature Based solutions is a rising concept within
political debates around natural conservation,
climate change mitigation and adaptation and,
sustainable resources management alongside other

land management, Nature Based Solutions are not
widely accepted yet, even though similar results can
be expected (Keesstra et al., 2018)

societal issues (Potschin et al., 2016). Nature Based
Solutions has been defined by the IUCN (2016,
p.4) as, ‘actions to protect, sustainably manage,
and restore natural or modified ecosystems,
that address societal challenges effectively and
adaptively, simultaneously providing human wellbeing and biodiversity benefits’. It is important to
consider Nature-Based Solutions as an umbrella
concept for other ecosystem related approaches
all addressing societal challenges and contributing
to the development and operationalisation of a
Nature-Based Solution framework (Walters et al.,
2016).
A good example of Nature Based solutions are the
‘Room for the River’ projects in the Netherlands.
This project allowed the natural dynamics of
the river to be restored by giving back former
floodplains, giving more space for rivers to mitigate
flood risks. The floodplains, which were former
agricultural areas, were at the same time used to
create new green spaces (Keesstra et al., 2018). The
use of such problem-solving strategies, like Nature
Based Solutions, is well established in the field of
river and coastal management. Nonetheless, in

Ecosystem based climate mitigation and adaptation
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Many projections have been made regarding
climate change, but future scenarios are uncertain
and variable. Despite these uncertainties, it is still
crucial to carry through regarding climate mitigation
measures but also to prepare for changes – to adapt
– assuming that some degree of climatic change is
already inevitable (Doswald & Osti, 2011).
A balanced climate system is strongly dependent
upon healthy ecosystems. Ecosystems help regulate
the climate through sequestration of greenhouse
gases (mitigation), and by regulating water flows, for
example, making areas better adjustable to flooding
or drought (adaptation). This emphasizes the need
to include natural systems in climate mitigation and
adaptation strategies. Ecosystem based adaptation
and mitigation involve measures that include
natural ecosystems as a tool to help society to adapt
and mitigate the consequences of climate change by
utilising available natural resources (Doswald & Osti,
2011).
In literature ecosystem-based approaches to
adaptation have been defined as follows – ‘the use

of biodiversity and ecosystem services as part of
an overall adaptation strategy to help people adapt
to the adverse effects of climate change; and may
include sustainable management, conservation,
and restoration of ecosystems, as part of an overall
adaptation strategy that takes into account the
multiple social, economic and cultural co-benefits
for local communities’ (Doswald & Osti, 2011, p.5).
Meaning society can utilise the benefits of nature
to protect communities against the negative effect
of climate change. Through targeted management,
conservation and restoration, benefits from
ecosystem services can be harnessed and reduce
communities exposure to climate change (Munang
et al., 2013).
Ecosystem-based approaches to mitigation is
being defined as – ‘the use of ecosystems for their
carbon storage and sequestration service to aid
climate change mitigation. Emissions reductions
are achieved through creation, restoration and
management of ecosystems (e.g. forest restoration,
peat conservation)’ (Doswald & Osti, 2011,
p5). From a more engineering-based approach
mitigation efforts would be to reduce the emissions
of greenhouse gases from the energy sector, by the
integration of windmills, solar panels, or by reducing
the public energy demand for fossil fuels. But from
an ecosystems-based approach, this would mean
reducing and removal of greenhouse gases through
actions taken within land management. Utilizing
ecosystems and managing them in such a way that
their carbon sequestration abilities are enhanced.
This could be through forest, peatland and wetland
conservation and restoration. In Europe, most
ecosystem-based mitigation efforts focus on forest
and peat conservation and restoration.

2.2 Research Framework and 			
Methods
Worldview
This research is guided by a pragmatic approach
which values both subjective and objective
knowledge (Lenzholzer et al., 2013). It focusses on
the integration of new knowledge as a ‘whole’, as
some parts of the issues lie within the working of
nature (post positivistic knowledge), while other
issues lie within the socio-cultural (constructivist
and participatory knowledge) aspect embedded in a
specific context (Lenzholzer et al., 2013). Especially
considering the big scope of this research, it is even
more valuable to consider the variety in knowledge
needed to acquire valuable data. This approach
allows to generate new knowledge/design that is as
complete as possible.
Research for & through Design
The first part of the research is characterised by a
research for design method. This part will generate
all the needed knowledge that will serve as an
input for the research through design phase. This
knowledge can be both quantitative and qualitative
(Lenzholzer et al., 2013). The output will result in a
comprehensive understanding of theoretical as well
as site specific characteristics.
The second method being the research through
design, which utilises the practise of ‘designing’ as
knowledge inquiry. It is also highly characterised
by its iterative process which focusses on model
improvements, switching from theoretical and
practical perspective (Reeker et al., 2016).
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Multi-Criteria Analysis Approach
Multi-Criteria Analysis (MCA) allows the testing
of both quantitative and qualitative data through
a system that ranks different alternatives. This
approach provides a method for assessing and
scoring different options. Each option is scored
against a set of criteria that can be expressed
quantitatively or qualitatively. Each criterion can
be scored through the involvement of stakeholders
and/or experts. Different options are scored against
a set of criteria, then each criterion is given a
weighing, and the sum of them is used to rank the
different options (Haque, 2016).
In the implementation, of MCA it is important to
formulate the criteria in such way that a weighing
score can be added, meaning they should all be
formulated in a positive terms or negative terms.
Also, the weights used to judge the performance of
the different alternatives need to be made explicit
(Haque, 2016).
MCA approach is useful within the environmental
domain and is particularly relevant for the testing
of climate adaptation options. It is mainly useful in
the environmental domain as it allows qualitative
information as well, as there could, due to climate
uncertainties, be data gaps or because some aspects
that need to be considered such as environmental
performance are hard to quantify (Mediation,
2013).
As described previously, the first part will be
dedicated to the research for design. The answer to
the first specific research question will be focussing
upon a case study of the Krimpenerwaard. This
will be done through an elaborate site analysis,
consisting of a data analysis, thematic map analysis,
document analysis, and field observation. This will
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result in a set of site-specific characteristics that
make up the local typology of the Krimpenerwaard
and distinguishes it from other peat meadow areas
in the Dutch Metropolitan Delta.
The answer for the second specific research
question will be a theoretical part. For which a
literature study will be conducted. This will generate
possible Nature-Based solutions strategies that may
be used in order to address climate mitigation and
adaptation within the Krimpenerwaard. Besides
strategies, a set of criteria will be developed which
will be used within the research through design
phase to test the different models/strategies
based on the MCA (Multi-Criteria Analysis). Finally,
the models/strategies will be tested within the
research through design phase, by utilising the
criteria generated previously and utilising a scale
of weighting that will help select the best possible
strategies within the Krimpenerwaard. Here,
knowledge from expert involvement is used in order
to be able to ‘score’ each option against a number
of criteria.

Figure 2.2: Arrow scheme of the
methodological framework of this thesis
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PART 02

LANDSCAPE
ANALYSIS
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“God created the earth, but the Dutch created the Netherlands.”
- Voltaire ((PBL, 2015))
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3. THE DEVELOPMENT OF
THE METROPOLITAN DELTA
This chapter is about understanding the different
landscapes within the Metropolitan Delta. It will
start with a description of the formation and
evolution of the western part of the Netherlands,
moving onto describing and understanding the
functioning of today’s landscapes shaped by natural
and man-made processes together with their sitespecific challenges and opportunities. This chapter
will provide background information upon the larger
context of the Dutch Delta Metropole.

3.1 The evolution and formation of 		
the Western part of the Netherlands
The geological period in which we live today is
defined as the Holocene. This period started almost
12.000 years ago. It is a period characterised by the
increasing influence of men on the landscape, the
shape of our coastline, the way rivers are shaped,
the variety of landscapes and the composition of
flora and fauna we know today.
The beginning of the Holocene was characterised
by a quick sea level rise, caused by ice sheets
melting due to increasing climatic temperatures
(Kasse, 2015). Because of sea level rise, the ground
water level started to rise too, creating a marshy
environment allowing a layer of peat to grow.
It was a dynamic landscape composed of river,
natural levees alongside rivers next to swamps and
wetlands. Moving onwards within the Holocene, sea
level stared to rise rapidly, which first resulted in the
creation of lagoons and later of tidal environments
moving towards the east, covering the initial peat
layer (Kasse, 2015).
20

Around 3000 BC a wide coastal barrier started to
take shape, closing the tidal inlets, and decreasing
the marine influence upon the back barrier region
meaning sedimentation stopped which allowed peat
to grow upon freshwater. Most of the landscape
behind the natural coastal barrier was made of vast
peat swamps, in which species like poplar, alder and
birch together with vast wetland areas grew. The
peat growth continued until 1100 AD.
During the Holocene, society became more
complex, and men started expanding its territory.
Eventually even the low-lying swamps and
wetlands could not escape the influence of men
as they settled in permanently. From that time,
men started the exploitation and reclamation of
the peat swamps for agricultural purposes. Men
constructed dikes around rivers and coastlines, and
through ditches it became possible to drain water
from the peat areas. Peat excavation took place on
a large scale and was well organised, resulting in
the long geometrical pattern of ditched and parcels
perpendicular to the reclamation axis (levee/dike
alongside rivers) (Kasse, 2015). In the first stages
of peat reclamation peat bogs were transformed
into arable land. However, due to peat subsidence
caused by oxidation, the land surface dropped
to sea level and the land was then converted to
meadows as conditions (again) became too wet.
But by the introduction of wind mills it became
possible to continue the peat reclamation, despite
the gradual sea level rise and peat subsidence which
resulted in a ground water level below sea level
(Kasse, 2015).
Upon the 17th century, the population stared to
grow, and cities became bigger which also increased
the demand for fuel and thus peat. Large areas were
excavated to use peat as fuel, consequently large
areas turned into lakes. Over time, the western
part of the Netherlands transformed into a lake

landscape. These lakes were later in the 17th
century drained of their waters, and the exposed
bottom of the lakes were transformed into arable
land (Kasse, 2015)

3.2 The Historical Landscape of the 		
Green Heart
The Green Heart is a vast landscape mainly
composed of peat and clay, sectioned by large
and small rivers. The area is part of the delta of
the Rhine and the Meuse. The area is limited by
the higher sandy hills of the ‘Utrechtse heuvelrug’
on the west, and by the coastal dunes on the
east. Before the influence of men, the landscapes
between the rivers were composed of vast peat
marshes. Peat grew higher than the rivers. Small
streams within the peat marshes transported the
excess water to the surrounding rivers which was
then transported to the sea. When high water
occurred, rivers did not flood extensive areas, but
only the lower areas that bordered the riverbanks.
The borders of the peat marshes where therefore
covered with a layer of clay. From a soil perspective
the Green Heart is mainly composed of peat
soils, alternated with some sand and clay soils.
The distribution of those soils has been of great
influence on the way people have affected the area
(Borger, et al, 1997).
People have lived in the Green Heart for a very
long time now and remnants of early settlements
have been found in various places. Due to sea level
rise and frequent flooding by rivers, settlements
were only possible on so called ‘donken’ (sandy
river dunes) which were located high enough to
stay dry. However, due to the rising peat, these
early settlements eventually drowned. Due to the
high conservation properties of peat, the ‘donken’
areas have become internationally valuable as

Figure 3.1: Schematic diagrams illustrating the gradual
transformation of the Metropolitan Delta.
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archaeological sites (Borger, et al, 1997).
From the 10th century onwards, the population
started to grow so rapidly that it was needed to
search for new places to live. These new settlements
started to expand upon the river levees. From those
levees, men started to reclaim the surrounding
peat by digging ditches perpendicular to the river.
Once the peat was dry enough, agricultural use
could begin. In the northern part of the Green Hart
due to the more meandering shape of rivers, more
irregular fan like patterns of parcels were shaped
(Borger, et al, 1997).
In the centre-southern part of the Green Heart,
large rivers have a straighter course, and the area

demand for peat grew alongside. Also, the demand
for dairy products increased. More windmills were
built to have better control over the water level
within the peat areas. The improvements made
regarding water drainage once again caused the
subsidence of the ground surface: a vicious cycle.
Peat was for a very long time the main energy
source in the Netherlands. It is also said that the
prosperity during the Golden Age was mostly due
to the great abundance of peat. Through peat,
the Netherlands was able to meet its own energy
demands. Initially peat excavation only limited itself
by harvesting peat above water level. But with the
introduction of new techniques peat extraction

was less sectioned by small rivers. Gradually a
settlement pattern started to develop into long
ribbon villages with perpendicular long parcels. At
that time, farmers could extend their parcels as far
as they wanted. In certain areas, some parcels even
extended over 3km long (Borger, et al, 1997).
During the 14th and 15th century when cities
became prosperous and started to expand, the

underwater also became possible. The area quickly
transformed into a landscape of peat lakes, peat
pits, and remaining narrow strips of land. The
number of lakes and quantity of water started to
become more dominant. Soon, men realised that
the only way to combat the inland ´waterwolf´ was
to drain the water from the peat lakes and reclaim
the land, which became the new land reclamation

22

Figure 3.2: A typical sight within the National Landscape of the Green Heart.

polders (Borger, et al, 1997).
Today, the Green Hart has been appointed as a
National Landscape by the Dutch government.
An area which inhabits a unique combination of
agriculture, historical and natural functions and
values (Boxmeer & Gast, 2017).

4. LANDSCAPE
DIFFERENTIATION
The previous chapter described the evolution and
formation of the metropolitan delta, together
with the historical background of the Green
Heart. It is an area which has been influenced by
natural processes and later shaped by men into
the landscape we know today. In this chapter we
will describe the current and different landscapes
together with their characteristics, climate related
issues, and opportunities related to the topic of this
thesis.

4.1 The peat meadow landscape
Sea and river dynamics were driving forces behind
the shaping of the western Dutch landscape. The
development of a natural coastal barrier protected
the back barrier area against the sea, limiting tidal
influence and creating the right conditions for peat
to develop. Areas near rivers which were prone to
frequent flooding became rich in nutrient due to the
deposition of clay sediments. In those areas, large
swamps and forests started to develop, dominated
by species such as the black alder and willow trees
(Berendse, 2011).
It was only in the period between 950 and 1350
that men started the reclamation of the peat area
on the large scale, as well as the establishment of
first settlements (Berendse, 2011). Peat reclamation

Figure 4.1: Typical fan like peat reclamation pattern with the
Drecht stream as reclamation base.

occurred because of the growing need for more
agricultural land. Reclamation was done by lowering
the ground water table through the creation of
ditches, which were used to transport the water
out of the peat areas through natural gravity
drop. Peat areas were used as agricultural land in
between the 10th and 13th century. However, peat
oxidation occurred because of water drainage.
Eventually, peat sunk a few meters below the
initial level. Land then became too wet to continue
agricultural practices, and the cultivation of crops
was then replaced by meadows and cattle. Until
new innovations made their entry like windmills and
the steam- and electricity driven pumping stations,
allowing artificial water drainage of the peat areas
(Zaken, 2017).
The peat meadow landscape as we know today can
be characterised by their openness. The so-called
ribbon villages give structure to the openness.
This, together with the geometrical pattern of
parcels. Long parcels with ditches next to them,
almost perpendicular to the reclamation front/
line. The variety in shape and form of parcels show
23

a great diversity in type of development, which
have been influenced by events like flooding, peat
excavation and more recent developments like new
infrastructure, housing, and shipping, which have
all contributed to the current landscape pattern
of the peat meadow area and the structure of
waterways. Cows and sheep graze upon these long
parcels and offer habitat for meadow – marsh birds
(Zaken, 2017). Peat meadows are also valuable
archaeological sites, where historical items can
be found. Because of the anaerobic and wet
underground conditions of peat it has great abilities
in preserving artifacts (Zaken, 2017).

Figure 4.2: Location of the peat meadow areas within the
administrative borders of the Green Heart.
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Challenges related to climate change
Current agricultural practices within the peat
meadows have drastic effects on and consequences
for the landscape. Ground water drainage is needed
in order to maintain the current land use. Because
of drainage, the top layers of peat are being
exposed to oxygen causing it to oxidise which then
causes the soil to subside. Alongside subsidence,
this process of oxidation releases great amounts
of greenhouse gasses in the atmosphere. In the
context of climate change, these processes will only
be accelerated.
For centuries, the peat
landscape had always been
kept saturated with water
for most of the year, limiting
oxidation processes and thus
soil subsidence. It is only from
the 1960’s that men started
draining water and lowering
the ground water level in
order allow more modern
and large scale agricultural
activities (Kwakernaak, et
al, 2010). Due to the lower
water drainage, oxygen can
penetrate deeper into the
substrate degrading the
exposed peat. This process has
accelerated soil subsidence
from the 60’s and 70’s
onwards, and has since then
released great amounts of
carbon dioxide (CO2) together
with methane (N2O) with a
factor of 2 to 5 (Kwakernaak,
et al, 2010). Overall, it has been estimated that the
total greenhouse gasses emitted from all peat soils

combined is around 4,7 million tons (carbon dioxide
and methane combined), which contributes for
over 2-3% of the total greenhouse emissions of the
Netherlands (Kwakernaak, et al, 2010). To put it in
perspective, this percentage is roughly equivalent to
the emissions of 2 million cars, in other words 20%
of all cars in the Netherlands (Kwakernaak, et al,
2010).
Besides rising temperatures, extreme weather
conditions and rainfall have also been predicted,
resulting in larger peak water discharges. If no
measures are taken accordingly this can pose a
serious problem, as current water storage facilities
and capacities are already reaching their limits. Not

climate change. On the other hand, peat landscapes
can themselves by nature offer many solutions
to the problems described previously. They, for
example can become a sink of greenhouse gases.
The research program ‘Klimaat voor Ruimte’, has
shown through measurements the potential of
wet nature as a sink of CO2 emissions. Three case
studies have been researched, each with different
ground water levels. The first case (Outkoop) is an
intensively managed peat area with a rather deep
groundwater table. The second case (Stein) is a
more extensive managed peat area with a more
fluctuating groundwater table. And the third case
(Horstermeer) which is a former peat meadow area

to forget that soil subsidence combined with sea
level rise can pose a serious threat and increase
flood risks on the metropolitan delta region (van de
Riet et al., 2018). Water nuisance and surplus during
winter should be retained and stored to alleviate
the dependence of lower areas to external water
supply during summer (Kwakernaak, et al, 2010).

which has been given back to nature (Kwakernaak,
et al, 2010). Besides the ability of peat to absorb
greenhouse gases, they also present opportunities
in better and more sustainable water management.
By nature, peat has the ability to absorb and
retaining water during periods of excess rainfall.
The restoration of peat areas and their water
buffering abilities can as a consequences have great
benefits for biodiversity which has been reduced
considerably within the peat meadow landscape
(Smolders et al., 2013).

Opportunities
Peat meadows are a source of many problems which
originate from human influence and aggravated by
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Figure 4.3: The National Park of the Weerribben-Wieden. Swamp, water and endless reed beds characterize the untouched
landscape.

4.2 Land Reclamation Polders
Land reclamation polders, also called ´Droogmakerij´
in Dutch, are in fact a by-product of the peat
reclamation and excavation period. Due to the
combination of peat extraction and soil subsidence
huge water bodies and lakes started to take shape.
With the introduction of windmills, men started
pumping water out of those lakes into large water
channels outlining the lake also called ´Ringvaart´
(Kosian, 2017). In order to keep reclamation polders
dry, an extensive system of long and straight ditches
was introduced, which was used to drain excess

water out of the polder into the Ringvaart. In the
19th century, with the introduction of the steam
engine and steam driven pumping stations, new
opportunities for the reclamation of land arose.
This also gave an impulse to the agricultural sector
as more land was being cultivated through land
reclamation (Kosian, 2017). For a long time, the
need for agricultural land was the main driver
behind the creation of polders, especially in the
western part of the Netherlands. Moving towards
the 20th century, especially after World Wars II,
polders were more often used for urban expansion.
The polders of the 20th century have, besides
agriculture usage, also space
for the creation of new cities,
nature and recreation.
Today, these polders
can be defined as most
characteristic landscapes
of the Netherlands, as it is
unique and not common
outside of the Netherlands.
They are characterised by
their openness and endless
horizons, the Ringvaart
and dykes, the rectangular
parcellation, road pattern and
planting. The layout of polders
has always been in alignment
with the requirements set by
agriculture. Therefore, there
is a large difference between
polders created in the 17th
century and those create in
the 20th century which have
more space dedicated to
nature and new urban areas.

Figure 4.4: Location of the land reclamation polders
within the administrative borders of the Green Heart.
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Figure 4.5: The land reclamation polder near Zoetermeer. One of the few within the western Metropolitan Delta that still has an
open landscape. Zoetermeer can be seen on the horizon

New challenges related to climate change
The issues surrounding reclamation land polders
might not be as numerous as the peat meadows,
but they are still relevant especially in the context
of climate change. Because land reclamation areas
are the lowest points within the country, they are
very vulnerable to flooding in extreme weather
conditions.
Because of their deep location land reclamation
polder have become increasingly vulnerable for
brackish ground water seeping upwards from
deeper layers in the substrate. Artificial water
drainage and land reclamation of waterbodies
has created new topographical gradients in the
landscape. Consequently, it has set in motion salt
groundwater previously immobile, moving towards
the surface. Salt water does not mix with fresh
water. Therefore, fresh water naturally functions as
a barrier and pushes salt water downwards. But,
when a large waterbody is being drained and thus
reclaimed as land, it reduces the freshwater layer,

allowing salt water to move upwards. Because
of soil subsidence the ground water table must
be lowered accordingly, reducing the freshwater
layer and the pressure exercised upon salt water
(Jongmans, et al, 2013).
Climate change also has the tendency to aggravate
these issues. The rising sea level increases the
pressure of salt water. The more often occurring
warm and dry summers increases water
evaporation, allowing for more brackish ground
water seepage (Jongmans, et al, 2013) On the
other hand, these deep polders also withdraw
water (through the natural effects of gravity) from
the surrounding peat meadow, contributing to the
desiccation thus subsidence of peat (Landschap,
2007).
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4.3 The Dutch River Landscape
By nature the Dutch rivers formed a large and
diverse network of water chanels, side chanels and
river banks which naturally, through the processes
of sedimentation and erosion, changed positions.
They showed patterns of meandering. Thanks
to these natural processes large transitions in
environmental conditions occurred, with regard
to moisture, acidity and degree of dynamic from
which a large variety of biotopes arose. The most
important rivers in the western river landscape are
the Oude Rijn, the Lek, the Linge, the Waal, the

Maas and the Hollandsche IJssel. The larger rivers
such as de Lek play a bigger rol in the transportation
of water from the European hinterland towards the
sea. Although smaller river branches such as the
Hollandsche IJssel do not have such a function, they
are important for the drainage and transportation
of water from the peat meadow that border their
banks (Berendse, 2011).
From the 19th century onwards, a large number
of rivers were channealised to shorten shipping
routes. Cribs were build, to force the water to
erode deeper river beds. Most sand plates that
were left were dredged. Today, most rivers have
been reshaped by men and
have a men made summer
bed which have significantly
influenced the flow rates. As
well as the winterbed has
been narrowd down by the
construction of dikes, resulting
in lager peak discharges of
water during winters and have
been disconnected from their
floodplains.
New challenges related to
climate change

Figure 4.6: Location of the river landscape within the
administrative borders of the Green Heart.
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The morphology of our rivers
has strongly been shaped
by human activities and
infrastructure, which has
consequently influenced
river dynamics. Three main
infrastructure which have
influenced natural dynamics
can be identified as: the
constructions of dikes starting in the Middle Ages,
summer dikes in the 17th and 18th century, and the

canalization of rivers end 19th, begin 20th century.
Those interventions have disrupted the natural
processes of rivers. Weirs and dams are disrupting
the migration pattern of fishes. The navigation of
boats contributes to the cloudiness of water, and
powerful water vortices occurring around cribs
prevent plants to settle and grow.
Those artificial infrastructures together with
increasing urbanisation and water drainage,
contribute to the great irregularity of water levels.
Climate change will without any doubt also
influence the dynamic of rivers. The average peak
water discharge is already gradually increasing
during winter, as rainfall is becoming more
frequent and severe, and it is expected to increase
even more. During summer decreasing rainfall is
expected to cause low water discharge. Not only is
a low water discharge caused by less rainfall, wat
discharge is also reduces because many sectors
in the western part of the Netherlands such as
agriculture, navigation, drinking water and other
industry are dependent upon water within rivers
(Rijkswaterstaat, n.d.).
Opportunities

and water nuisance it is important to increase the
water storage capacity of the landscape. Peak water
discharges can be reduced by creating more space
for water. Water can also temporarily be stored
in nearby retention areas to be slowly released
afterwards. But even better would be to retain the
surplus of water to create a buffer to overcome the
periods.

4.4 Synthesis
Looking at the different issues and opportunities
of each landscape, the peat landscape has been
chosen as the research area, and more specifically
the Krimpenerwaard as case study area. Firstly,
because the peat landscapes integrate most climate
issues. Secondly, looking at the assignment at hand,
a rather significant area will be needed to be able
to provide adequate climate adaptation solutions,
which can mostly be found within the peat area.
Finally, because this research is using a NatureBased Solutions approach, the peat landscape
seemed most fitting for the application of such
approach, especially as the opportunities described
within the peat meadows highlight mostly natural
solutions to address present issues.

To reduce the costs generated by water shortage
Figure 4.7: The river Lek within the western Dutch river landscape. Farms and houses are located against the dyke. Located
behind the dyke are the vast peat meadow areas with their geometrical shaped ditches and high-water table.
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Figure 5.1: The Martelaarsgracht in the Naardermeer nature area. A unique peace of nature of Dutch swamp habitat

5. THE KRIMPENERWAARD
5.1 A historical landscape
The Krimpenerwaard has one of the thickest peat
layers in the Netherlands. From a cultural-historical
perspective this peat meadow area is one of the
most valuable and characteristic landscapes in the
Netherlands. Agriculture is less intensive than in
many other regions, meaning that cultural-historical
elements and structures of the area have been
well preserved. Characteristics are the open polder
landscape with narrow strip allotments, ribbon
villages as load-bearing structures and many smallscale landscape elements. Dairy cattle have been
kept in the polder for centuries. Today about 95% of
the agricultural land in the Krimpenerwaard is used
as grassland (CRa, 2020).
The natural landscape
At the end of the ice ages, the Krimpenerwaard
consisted of a vast sandy plain, alternated here
and there with meltwater flows. This sand is now
hidden under a meter-thick layer of peat and clay,
about 14-16 m below NAP. At the beginning of the
Holocene, the temperature strongly increased. Ice
caps melted, causing sea levels to rise and causing
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the global east-west rivers flow to be influenced by
tidal forces (CRa, 2020).
Around the area of the Krimpenerwaard, a wetland
type of landscape started to take shape, mainly
composed of peatlands. Due to the uninterrupted
accumulation of peat which took place for
thousands of years, it created a vast peatland
wilderness with a clear zoning from the river
towards the middle of the area. Near the Lek and
Hollandse Ijssel, these rivers regularly deposited
a layer of slit which created somewhat richer soil
conditions. Before the arrival of men, there was
about a 1- to 2-kilometer-wide belt of swamp forest
consisting of alder, willow, ash and elm (CRa, 2020).
The western/central part of the Krimpenerwaard
was probably a more open landscape in which
sedges dominated. Further from the river, deeper
into the Krimpenerwaard, the water drainage was
poor and the peat grew so high that in the long run
it was only fed by rainwater. This area was so poor
in nutrients that eventually only small patches of
thin birch were able to grow. Before the medieval
reclamation period, there probably was a several
kilometers wide raised peat bog. Presumably,
however, it was not a thick layer of raised bog,
at most 1 to 2 meters (CRa, 2020; Provincie zuidHolland, 2014).

The edges of the peat area became covered with a
clay layer of varying thickness as a result of the everrising sea level and the resulting increasing tidal
action by the sea. At high tide, seawater from the
Maas estuary penetrated deep inland and sea clay
was deposited along the rivers. Further upstream,
the Lek and Hollandse IJssel increasingly overflowed
their banks, and more and more river clay also sank
in the peat streams further upstream. The peat in
the center area remained free of silt deposition. The
Krimpenerwaard therefore consisted of a wetland
landscape with an open core and a fringe zone of
dense swamp forest just before the large-scale
medieval reclamation began. These forests would
have been vital to the first farmers, as the forest
served as a supplier of wood, twigs, bark, bedding,
foliage for fodder, and as a grazing area for pigs
(CRa, 2020)
The first settlements and reclamation
The reclamation of the peat area started from the
banks of the Hollandse IJssel and Lek rivers. Ditches
were dug parallel from each other, perpendicular
to the rivers to drain the peat areas. When the soil
dried up sufficiently, agricultural use could begin.
The farm was built as the beginning of the parcel,
which gradually resulted in a settlement pattern of
elongated or ribbon villages, with long and narrow
parcels perpendicular to them. Parcels became
longer due to the continuous extension of ditches.
This resulted in parcels extending up to 3 kilometres
long (CRa, 2020; Provincie zuid-Holland, 2014).
An extensive system guided by water
Inhabitants built the first dikes around the rivers
to protect themselves against external waters. The

Figure 5.2: The three reclamation stages within the
Krimpenerwaard

construction of the dikes reduced the frequency of
the floods, but when flooding occurred it caused
much more damage than before. In addition, the
inland water drainage system had to be adapted
by constructing dikes. In the past, the excess rain
water ended up directly in the rivers via a system of
ditches. After soil subsidence and the construction
of dikes, water was collected in an ever-larger
system of so called ‘weterings’ that carried the
water at one point through the dyke and discharged
it into the Hollandse IJssel or the Lek at low tide
(CRa, 2020).
A second important change in the water
management of the Krimpenerwaard was the
damming of the Hollandse IJssel near Vreeswijk
around 1285. All the water from the Lower Rhine
now had to flow via the Lek, meaning that the water
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level on the Lek was often higher than on the IJssel.
Many polders, even the polders immediately along
the Lek, shifted their drainage to the Hollandse
IJssel. ‘Boezems’ were constructed along the
Hollandse IJssel to temporarily store the water.
At low tide, it was then possible to drain onto
the IJssel. In the course of the fifteenth century,
increasing numbers of windmills were built in order
to better control the water level and to be able to
drain onto the IJssel even at high river water levels
(CRa, 2020).

Figure 5.3: Top: The Lek river bordering the Krimpenerwaard
on the right.

5.2 Landscape characteristics and
composition
An island in the metropolitan delta
The Krimpenerwaard is bordered by three rivers:
the Lek, Hollandse IJssel and the (smaller) Vlist. The
Krimpenerwaard is like an ‘island’ in the region.
There are bridges across the IJssel at Gouda and
Krimpen; you can only cross the Lek by ferry. The
Krimpenerwaard can be reached by waterbus from
Rotterdam and Dordrecht. Most of the buildings and
planting are located along the rivers. Due to height
differences partially caused by buildings, the dikes
represent a strong spatial boundary from the open
peat meadow lying behind (CRa, 2020).
The Lek around the Krimpenerwaard is influenced
by tidal fluctuations. The mainstream that runs close
to the dike, is experienced as a broad and dynamic
river, part of the delta landscape (Provincie zuidHolland, 2014).

Figure 5.4: The smaller Vlist river with the Krimpenerwaard
on the horizon.

Figure 5.5: The Hollandse IJssel looking upon the

be closed. Up to the sluice of Gouda, the Hollandse
IJssel is a tidal river (Provincie zuid-Holland, 2014).

The Hollandse IJssel has a different character;
the riverbed is narrower retained by steep stony
Open peat meadow landscape of geometrical
banks. The dykes are less robust compared to those patterns
alongside the Lek. If any danger of high water
should occur, the storm surge barrier at Krimpen can The peat meadow area of the Krimpenerwaard
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Figure 5.6: Areal view illustrating the open character of the peat meadow and its geometrical patterns of ditches within the
Krimpenerwaard.

is partly very open. Characteristic is the pattern
of long, narrow lots and many ditches. The ditch
patterns were dug more than 800 years ago and are
still functional (CRa, 2020).

and a narrow ditch on the other side (Provincie zuidHolland, 2014).

Ribbon villages as load-bearing structures
The Krimpenerwaard has a great variety of ribbon
villages, which clearly reflect and make the
reclamation pattern of the polder visible. The ribbon

Aside from the ribbon villages, the landscape is
mostly open, interrupted here and there by wooded
landscape elements; ‘houtkades’, ‘geriefhoutbosjes’,
overgrown peat pits and, ‘eendenkooien’. Many of
those small-scale landscape elements have been

village along the Vlist and the double reclamation
ribbons on either side of a watercourse have a very
high cultural-historical value (Provincie zuid-Holland,
2014).
The double ribbon villages have a much more
intimate ambiance, from which repeatedly narrow
see throughs give a view upon the large polder
behind. The single ribbon villages are more
asymmetrical in structure, as the main road is
accompanied by a wider watercourse on one side

preserved in the Krimpenerwaard and can mainly be
found in the center of the area. Due to their isolated
and quiet location, they often contain ecological
qualities. Spatially, they create an attractive
variation in the open polder landscape. The central
part of the Krimpenerwaard is the area with the
most small-scale landscape elements (CRa, 2020).
In the northern area, near the Hollandse Ijssel, other
small-scale elements such as ‘blokboezems’ and
‘tiendwegen’ can be found. Those ‘blokboezems’ are

Small scale landscape elements
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located in the lowest areas of the Krimpenerwaard,
there where excess water can be temporarily
stored. Now they have mostly lost their functioning
and have therefore been overgrown by trees
which makes them very recognizable in the open
polder. Some have now been dedicated to nature
development and recreational purposes (Provincie
zuid-Holland, 2014).
Also ‘tiendwegen’ are very characteristic of the
Krimpenerwaard, which can mainly be found
in the northern areas. They consist of a parallel
watercourse (‘wetering’ in Dutch) with a long
straight stroke of land in between. They run parallel
to the ribbon villages at the end of the plots. Many

of such roads have also been planted with trees
(Provincie zuid-Holland, 2014).

5.3 Problems related to climate 		
change
Water safety
Due to climate change, the expected hight water
levels will increase; rivers will discharge more water,
precipitation will be more intense and sea levels will
rise. In the Krimpenerwaard, low-lying, surrounded
by rivers and struggling with subsidence, water

Figure 5.7: Top left: the ‘blokboezem’ landscape element located against the Hollandse IJssel. Top right: reminants of an old
‘eendenkooi’ as a historical relict. Bottom: a ‘tiendweg’ functioning as recreational route through the Krimpenerwaard.
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Figure 5.8: Soil subsidence is very visible within the
landscape through sagging roads, infrastructure, and
waterways located above land surfaces.

safety is of great priority (Awareness adviesbureau
voor beleidsmarketing et al., 2017; PBL, 2015).
The Krimpenerwaard cannot always discharge
water on the Hollandse IJssel, as the river regularly
reaches its maximum capacity, mainly during
wet periods. There are many polders besides the
Krimpenerwaard that discharge excess water via
the Hollandse IJssel. The flooding resulting from the
limited drainage capacity causes economic damage
to agriculture (Awareness adviesbureau voor
beleidsmarketing et al., 2017).

Soil subsidence
Over the centuries, peat areas have been drained
so that they could be used as hay and pastureland,
which caused the land to subside only with a
few millimeters per year. From the 1950s and
1960s, agricultural practices started to intensify to
increase the production of dairy, which caused the
acceleration of soil subsidence to a few centimeters
per year. Water drainage was carried out up to 60
cm below ground level, as sufficient drainage was

needed for intensive dairy farming. Large machines
were able to ride the pasture all year round to
harvest grass, spread manure and cows can enter
the pasture without trampling it. The disadvantage
of this reclamation is that peat oxidizes, and the soil
subsides. This releases greenhouse gases (2-3% of
Dutch emissions in CO2 equivalents comes from the
peat meadow area) (Awareness adviesbureau voor
beleidsmarketing et al., 2017; PBL, 2015) . Water
management is also becoming more expensive and
complicated, and infrastructure and buildings are
subsiding causing great financial damages. These
consequences will become greater in the future,
as summers become warmer and drier (Awareness
adviesbureau voor beleidsmarketing et al., 2017).
In some parts, especially on the northern side
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near the Hollandse IJssel, water drainage has been
carried out even more deeply by individual farmers
with their own pumps, accelerating the subsidence
process even more. As a result, the water in the
Krimpenerwaard now flows from south (the Lek)
to north (the Hollandse IJssel), and there are many
small differences in height and water level in the
area, which makes water level management and
combating subsidence complicated (Awareness
adviesbureau voor beleidsmarketing et al., 2017).

Figure 5.9: Top: elevation differences within the
Krimpenerwaard. Bottom: the soil subsidence sensitivity
which is also of influence upon the elevation differences.
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Subsidence leads to high costs for the maintenance
and repair of houses and infrastructure such
as roads, sewers and dikes. On the scale of the
Netherlands, it is estimated to be in between
0.8 to 2.0 billion euros in rural areas and 1.7 to
5.2 billion euros in urban areas for infrastructure
and at least 16 billion euros for foundation repair
costs of buildings (Awareness adviesbureau voor
beleidsmarketing et al., 2017; Van den Born et al.,
2016). Added to this are the costs of adjusting the

Figure 5.10: A section of the Krimpenerwaard, illustrating the differences in groundwater levels, which influences the
subsidence sensitivity and elevation differences. Diagrams also showing the stronger soil subsidence in areas near the
Hollandse IJssel opposed to the areas near the Lek.

water management: the water board follows the
desired functions with the water level. Because the
water level is correlated to soil subsidence, deeper
water drainage is necessary and pumping capacity
of the pumping stations must be increased. As a
result, the costs for drainage are rising and dikes
must be bigger. With the expected climate change,
more and heavier precipitation and flooding are
expected. With peak precipitation and longer lasting
rainy days, water nuisance threatens the deep
parts of the peat meadow of the Krimpenerwaard
(Awareness adviesbureau voor beleidsmarketing et
al., 2017).

5.4 Criteria
Based on the site analysis of the Krimpenerwaard,
a set of criteria have been developed which will
be used within the research through design phase.
Those criteria will ensure characteristics that make
up the local typology of the Krimpenerwaard will be
considered if possible. Alongside every criterion an
explanation is given on what each specific criterion
entails, together with a comment upon the scoring
and weighting of each criterion. More upon

elaboration upon the testing will be discussed in
chapter 7.4.

5.5 Synthesis
The way the Krimpenerwaard is structured, and
functions today is strongly related to the differences
in elevation and ground water table. Because of the
southern area near the Lek being geographically
higher than the northern area around the Hollandse
IJssel, water is let in from the Lek or even the Vlist
and is, through natural freefall, transported to
the northern parts. This justifies the location of
for example the ‘blokboezems’ only being located
near the Hollandse IJssel. As al water naturally
flows towards the Hollandse IJssel, blokboezems
functioned as a commutation point to temporarily
store excess water from the peat meadow areas to
then pump the water on the Hollandse IJssel during
low tied. Now blokboezems are only a relic of the
past as they have lost their function and mainly
serve ecological and recreational purposes.

Figure 5.11: Table showing the multiple criteria derived from the site analysis of the Krimpenerwaard.
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Figure 5.12: Map illustrating the main components that contribute to the functioning of the Krimpenerwaard. Such as the
different water in-out lets, the location of the ´blokboezems´, the ´weterings´ as main transporting waterstructures, together
with other water structures and historical elements.

6. NATURE BASED SOLUTION
- A PARADIGM SHIFT
For centuries engineering based approaches have
been dominant in addressing climate related issues.
However, a shift is starting to occur on how to
approach climate issues, favouring the utilisation of
natural ecosystems and their services.
This chapter serves to provide more context upon
the importance and benefits of Nature-Based
Solutions as an approach to climate change opposed
to more engineering based solutions. Literature
research is performed to give more insight upon the
shift and importance of Nature Based Solutions.

6.1 Limitations of engineered based
solutions
Local communities around the world and the critical
services they depend on often rely on deteriorating
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infrastructures which are not adapted to climate
and other environmental changes. Communities
are put at risk through the temporal or permanent
loss of vital services, such as clean drinking water,
stormwater management, sewerage, waste
management transportation, and the provision
of electricity as grey infrastructure is prone to
deterioration and malfunctioning. These possible
disturbances can have great health, safety, and
economic consequences on communities. Made of
concrete, metal, and plastic, those infrastructures
require a high amount of energy and non-renewable
materials in their construction. Grey infrastructure
is static, and often designed to control and supress
ecosystem’s natural processes, remaining rigid to
changes. The performance of grey infrastructure
is often limited to one single purpose and level of
disturbance, fixed at one single point in time. If
disturbances surpass that one purpose or level it
could put public services at risk (Rosenbloom, 2018).
From a climate perspective, two aspects seem

Figure 6.1: Top: the Delta works. Bottom: The Delta Work lifespan upon a scale of a 150 years. The timescale illustrating the
originally calculated lifespan of the Delta Work against the new lifespan based on new climate change scenario’s.

to be limiting grey infrastructure in contributing
to social resilience. First is their limited lifespan,
and second is their non-adjustability to changes.
Both of these challenges are affected by abrupt
and severe disruptions like floods, but also by
more slow moving changes such as climate change
(Rosenbloom, 2018).
Infrastructure with an engineering approach focus
on controlling natural processes to prevent them
from changing. If change does occur, infrastructure
would then attempt to restore ecosystems to their
initial state. The key in designing new infrastructure
is to recognize ecosystem changes. Oppressing
changes in ecosystems is what creates vulnerability.
“The Anthropocene is an era that will inevitably

frustrate the engineers—those who want to
continue to believe that humans are in control of
ecological and socio-ecological systems, those who
seek to avoid change and maintain the status quo.”
(Craig, 2016, p. 37)
An example which showcases the limitations of
grey infrastructure are the Dutch Delta works. The
Delta works have been constructed in the late 80’s.
Back then the infrastructure was built to protect the
Netherlands for over 200 years, assuming (through
calculations back then) that sea level would one
rise with 20cm per century. Now with accelerating
climate change and new calculated scenarios of sea
level rise from the KNMI (KNMI, 2019), it seems the
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Figure 6.2: Salt marshes in the Westerschelde, Netherlands, as natural defenses protecting the coastline against strong waves.

structure might already outlive its lifespan around
2080.

6.2 Rise of nature-based solutions
Infrastructure is often seen as artificial man-made
structures and buildings. However, natural systems
such as wetlands, forests, or systems that mimic
nature such as green roofs, can also be considered
as infrastructure (Craig, 2016). Considering natural
systems as potential infrastructures could create
opportunities to work with nature and employ
Nature Based Solutions to generate resilient
solutions in the context of climate change.
Nature Based Solutions are more resilient, cost
efficient, demand less maintenance, repairing or
replacement, and finally offer many beneficial
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services to society (Craig, 2016).
The Anthropocene has brough new challenges
like, mitigating and adapting to climate change,
protecting biodiversity and ensuring human
wellbeing. This has set the stage for Nature Based
Solutions to rise as a holistic approach that can
reduce trade-offs and create synergy between
different goals. Contrary to engineering based
approaches, Nature Based Solutions have the ability
to address climate mitigation and adaptation, and
at the same time provide many other services
beneficial for men and nature (Seddon et al., 2020).
The concept assumes that healthy natural and
managed ecosystems can provide many services
simultaneously ranging from carbon sequestration,
flood control, provision of clean air and water, food,
fuel, medicines and more. Nature Based Solutions

is an ‘umbrella concept’ for other well accepted
‘Nature Based’ approaches such as EcosystemsBased Adaptation and Ecosystem-Based Mitigation.
Nature Based Solutions are actions which addresses
societal challenges effectively and adaptively,
providing human wellbeing and biodiversity
benefits. Currently, Nature Based Solutions mainly
focus on addressing Anthropocene related issues
like climate change. In this context, forests can be
considered as one of the most effective and popular
Nature Based solutions in addressing climate change
issues due to their crucial role within the earth’s
climate regulation.

7. ECOSYSTEM BASED
MITIGATION AND
ADAPTATION STRATEGIES
The previous chapter showed the importance
and the potential of Nature-Based Solutions as a
strategy for climate mitigation and adaptation. This
chapter elaborates more upon the specific strategies
described by Nature-Based Solutions concepts
and is part of a first stage in answering the second

research question: What are possible strategies
described by Nature-Based Solutions for mitigation
and adaptation within the peat meadow? The
described strategies have been selected based on
literature research and site analysis.

7.1 wetland restoration
Peatlands
Peatlands can be considered as one of the
most important wetlands regarding biodiversity
conservation, climate regulation and human
welfare. Peatland ecosystems are characterised
by their waterlogged conditions, which allows
the accumulation of dead organic material (peat).
Worldwide, they cover only 3% of world’s surface,
but contain over 30% of the earth’s soil carbon
(Erwin, 2009). But peatland has, especially in
Europe, been overexploited and damaged for
agricultural purposes by draining them from their
water, extraction and burning for fuel. These human
interventions within peatland have caused the
release of enormous amounts of greenhouse gases,

Figure 7.1: Conceptual visualisation of the wetland restoration strategy for climate mitigation and adaptation
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in particular CO2, that was naturally stored within
peat soils (IUCN, 2017).
If natural conditions within peatland can be
restored, then they can become important
strategies for climate mitigation and adaptation.
Peatlands are earth’s greatest natural carbon
sinks, and store twice as much as all the world’s
forests (UNEP, 2019). Peatlands also provide many
important services for climate adaptation through
the regulation of water flows, minimising risks of
flooding and drought. They can also generate many
important provisioning services, such as fibres, food,
and other products that can contribute to local
economies (IUCN, 2017).

improving water quality, and regulate local climates
(Fennessy & Lei, 2018). The risks of floods are now
mostly prevented by grey infrastructures such as
dikes which has caused the degradation and loss
of wetlands which serve as water retention area
(Fennessy & Lei, 2018)

Peatland restoration is described as a strategy for
both climate mitigation and adaptation within the
concepts of climate based mitigation and climate
based adaptation (Morecroft et al., 2019).

communities by the provisioning of goods and
services (Boucher, 2018). However, forests can also
become a source of carbon emissions. Around 25%
of the global carbon emission comes from the land
sector, half of it stems from deforestation and forest
degradation (Boucher, 2018). Emphasizing on the
restoration of forests could potentially contribute to
over 30% of the total climate mitigation needed to
reach the climate goals set by the Paris Agreement
(Boucher, 2018).

Freshwater marshes
Freshwater marshes provide many important
services related to both climate mitigation and
adaptation. They are able to mitigate the risks of
flooding, regulate the local water cycle and supply,

7.2 reforestation
Forests may not be the greatest carbon sink
compared to peatlands, but they are the main
stabilising force within the earth’s climate system.
They regulate ecosystems, protect biodiversity,
are crucial within the carbon cycle, support

Figure 7.2: Conceptual visualisation of the reforestation strategy
for climate mitigation and adaptaion.
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7.3 River restoration
Rivers have for a long time now been modified
and reshaped by men. Human interventions
such as damming, dredging, channelization,
urbanization, pollution and more, has affected the
natural functioning and important services river
can provide (RRC, 2014). When restoring natural
processes, rivers provide a wide range of natural,
economic, and societal services. Climate change
will have important effects on the water regime of
many ecosystems such as increased and intensified
rainfall, increased river discharge and increased
drought. Here, rivers in which natural processes
are at the core, can become an important asset
in mitigating those effects. Compared to modified
river ecosystems which are less resilient and have
lost their ability in retaining water in case of both
drought or floods (RRC, 2014).
River restoration is mainly described as an
adaptation strategy to climate change within the

concept of ecosystem-based adaptation. River
systems mainly contribute in mitigating the effects
of climate change, even though some extent of
carbon mitigation might occur that is not the main
goal within this strategy (Morecroft et al., 2019).

7.4 criteria
The strategies described previously will be tested
within the the research through design phase upon
their applicability within the local context of the
Krimpenerwaard. For the testing, the Multi Criteria
Analysis approach will be used which allows for the
testing of different climate adaptation/mitigation
options against a number of criteria (see table x &
xx), and each option is then given a weighting by
using a performance scale (see image x).
The benefits of using this approach are:

Figure 7.3: Conceptual visualisation of the river restoration strategy for climate adaptation.
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It allows for the assessment of different 		
strategies against a number or criteria, each
of wich is given a weighting
•
The higher the score, the better a strategy is
able to adress a certain issue/criteria
•
It is useful when exact (economic) data is 		
not available, beneftis (suc as cultural 		
or cological) are hard to quantiify, or 			
many criteria need to be considered.
For each concept being, Ecosystem Based Mitigation
and Ecosystem Based Adaptation a set of criteria
have been developed that incorporate the essence
of each concept. The concept of Ecosystem Based
Mitigation incorporates only one criterion as the
one purpose of the concept is only the mitigation
of climate change through the sequestration of
•

carbon emissions. The second concept of Ecosystem
Based Adaptation incorporates multiple criteria as
this concept seeks to create multiple benefits. Each
criterion is accompanied by an ‘explanation’ column
elaborating upon what each specific criterion
entails, together with a ‘comment’ column which
elaborates upon the scoring of each criterion.

Figure 7.5: Top: The performance scale. The lighter the color
the higher the score.

Figure 7.4: Top: Table showing the criterion for the concept of ‘Ecosystem Based Mititgation’.
Bottom: Table showing the multiple criteria for the concept of ‘Ecosysstem Based Adaptation’.
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“ Nature-Based Solutions have huge potential in helping restrict global warming to under two degrees and in
helping us adapt to a warmer planet.”
- Tim van Hattum (Hanny Roskamp, n.d.)
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8. CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT
AND TESTING
In the previous part of research for design different
strategies of Nature Based solutions have been
presented which, by educated guess, seemed
to be possible within the Krimpenerwaard. This
chapter will be dedicated to the testing of the three
strategies through the development of different
landscape concepts. Each concept will represent a
possible spatial application of a specific strategy.
This chapter is dedicated as an additional stage
in answering the second research question: What
are possible strategies described by Nature-Based
Solutions for mitigation and adaptation within the
peat meadow? And investigate weather described
strategies within Nature-Based Solutions concepts
are indeed applicable within the peat meadow. For
the testing of each concept, the combination of a
literature research and expert involvement will be
used to give each concept a weighting against a
set of criteria which have been developed within
previous chapter.

Figure 8.1: Example of part of the Ruhr river which has been
restored.
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8.1 Concepts
River restoration
Each strategy is elaborated into a landscape concept
for the Krimpenerwaard. The first concept being the
strategy of river restoration. This concept within the
Krimpenerwaard focuses on expanding the rivers of
the Lek and Hollandse IJssel focussing on increasing
the ability of the area in dealing with increasing
river discharge but also increasing sea level rise
as both rivers are influences by tidal changes.
Second was focussing on increasing land through
the process of sedimentation. Overall focussing on
climate adaptation.
Conceptual sketch of the river restoration alongside
the Lek and Hollandse IJssel part of an adaptation
strategy against climate change.
This concept has been tested through the
involvement of an expert which has contributed in
giving a weighting for each criterion for the concept
of river restoration in the Krimpenerwaard. The
river restoration strategy scored an average of
2,2 on a scale of 5. From the expert judgement, it
appears expanding rivers in the Krimpenerwaard is
not possible. First, since expanding the river system

Figure 8.2: Conceptual landscape visualisation of the river restoration strategy within the Krimpenerwaard

for water storage or decreasing peak discharge
should be done more upstream. Doing this within
the Krimpenerwaard would only cause issues as
water would accumulate and would not be able to
flow away due to the elevation differences between
the Krimpenerwaard and the rivers surrounding it.
So, expanding the river system for water storage
or decreasing water discharge is not possible in
the Krimpenerwaard due to the backwater effect
from sea. Second goal within this strategy was
to use sedimentation to build land. This goal
also seemed not possible to achieve within the
Krimpenerwaard. According to the expert, there is
simply no more sediment supply from the Rhine due
to the construction of dams and cribs. The amount
of silt has also fallen sharply over the past 100
years (from 100g/L to 10g/L). Raising land through
sedimentation will therefore no longer be possible.
Another investigated option instead of natural
sedimentation was to use accumulated sediments
within the harbour of Rotterdam and deposit it
within the Krimpenerwaard. But this option also
seemed to only cause issues, as depositing heavy silt
onto the soft peat underground would only cause it
to subside even more.

But some insight was gained through this first
testing phase that contributed to the development
of the two upcoming concepts, such as that there
is potential in working with wetlands and more
specifically natural peat growth and combining
it with agricultural practices. Second, is that the
usefulness of forests in the Krimpenerwaard was
justified as they can function as great water buffers.
Wetland restoration
The second concept/strategy focussing on
wetland restoration. This concept within the
Krimpenerwaard focusses mainly upon land increase
through peat moss growth, creation of a CO2 sink,
and addressing the issues related to water safety by
the creation of water buffers/storage.
This concept has been tested through the
involvement of an expert in combination with a
literature research. First was evaluated the capacity
of peat moss as a strategy for land increase. It
seemed to be more efficient to focus on quacking or
floating peat instead of peat moss for land increase.
Peat moss growth starts with the growth of organic
matter from which under layers die and through
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Figure 8.3: Conceptual landscape visualisation of the wetland restoration strategy within the Krimpenerwaard

time creates a big layer of dead organic material

surface of the water which are held together by a

(peat). Throughout this process of growth and die
off, it is important to consider the fact that some
part of the dead organic material is also naturally
compressed. All this considered, peat moss growth
can be estimated to approximately 1 millimetre
per year. This brings us to the suggestion from the
expert to focus on so called quacking peat. This
can be achieved by raising water levels just above
ground level and stimulated hydrosere processes
which will result in floating mats of peat at the

system of roots. Beneath this layer dead organic
materials sinks to the bottom of the water body
gradually filling it with peat. Once those floating
matts are strong and thick enough, even trees can
start growing on them. The name ‘quacking’ peat
originates from when people walk on it, the peat
underground starts shaking. Quacking peat growth
can be estimated to be between 1 to 2 cm per year.
To maximise the peat growth, it was also suggested
to combine quaking peatlands with forests. As
peat must grow on the surface of water it has been
advised to combine quacking peat with forests. Here
forests can function as shelter belts and prevent
peat growth disruption due to wind or other climatic
circumstances.

Figure 8.4: Example of wetland restoration projects in Russia
for fire prevention and climate change mitigation.
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Figure 8.5: Conceptual landscape visualisation of the reforestation strategy within the Krimpenerwaard

The second goals within this strategy/concept

growth and size, which also limits their CO2 intake.

were to create a CO2 sink and address water safety
issues. This ability was tested and weighted through
a literature research. It is obvious within a range of
different literatures that peatlands in general are
considered as one of earth’s greatest natural carbon
sinks. Also, their ability in addressing issues related
to water safety such as extreme precipitation or
flooding due to their great ability in absorbing water
and functioning as great natural ‘sponges’.

But this is compensated due to the accumulation
of dead organic material (peat growth) due to the
water-logged conditions which is also partially
responsible for the CO2 uptake of swamp forests.
Second objective related to water safety, due to
climate change, droughts will occur more often.
The water management in the polders of the peat
meadow is accommodated to rapid water drainage.
In the existing swamp forests, the groundwater level
can be kept higher, which means that a water supply
is retained for drier periods. But swamp forests also
provide flood protection. During peak rainfall, such
forests can function as natural sponges, absorbing
and storing runoff thus reducing peak flows.
Conceptual sketch of the reforestation strategy
focussing on creating a CO2 sink, provisioning of
timber and addressing issues related to water safety.

Reforestation
The third and last strategy/concept focusses on the
reforestation of the Krimpenerwaard. The objective
within this strategy Is to create a CO2 sink, use
forests to produce timber which could contribute in
transitioning towards more adapted and sustainable
infrastructure/housing, by combining it with water
buffers/storage. This concept has been tested and
evaluated mainly through a literature research.
Based on literature, it appears swamp forests are
especially effective as carbon sinks. First because
of the growth of trees themselves, but because of
the waterlogged conditions trees are limited in their

Table showing the scoring of the wetland restoration
strategy/concept upon the one criterion belonging
to the concept of Ecosystem Based Mitigation,
and the five criteria belonging to the concept of
Ecosystem Based Adaptation.
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Final conclusions

8.2 Final concept
The overall scoring of the three strategy concepts
can be found bellow (see table x). At the beginning
three strategies of Nature Based Solutions for
climate mitigation and adaptation have been chosen
through educated guess based on knowledge
assembled from the site analysis and literature
research. Those three strategies entailed river
restoration, wetland restoration, and reforestation.
After testing through the involvement of experts
combined with literature research it seems only
the strategies 1 and 2 of wetlands restoration and
reforestation are possible within the context of the
Krimpenerwaard. Other important conclusions from
the testing of strategies are that wetland such as
freshwater marshes, swamp forests, and peatland
are one of the most valuable ecosystems to address
climate change as both climate mitigation and
adaptation strategies. A second point to address
is that wetlands can be cultivated and generate
valuable provisioning services, such as food,
building materials, and drinking water supply
which can contribute to people’s adaptation ability,
especially within the context of the peat meadows
as they have for centuries been used as productive
landscapes. Finally, it might also be important to
state that in the context of the peat meadow, it
might be better approach natural climate strategies
from the broader perspective of wetlands which still
includes forests.
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The testing phase of the three main strategies/
concepts have resulted into a final concept plan.
It is a final concept composed of wetlands. Those
wetlands include freshwater marshes, swamp
forests, and peatlands. The area on northern side
alongside the Hollandse IJssel is mainly dedicated to
the growth of quacking peat together with swamp
forests. Because of combination of those two types
of wetlands this area can also be referred to as the
super carbon sink of the Krimpenerwaard, storing
carbon in the forests as well as in the soil. Further,
alongside the Hollandse IJsel, the Vlist and the Lek,
large scale blokboezems can be found composed
of both swamp forests directly along the rivers
together with freshwater marshes which have been
inspired of the existing blokboezems which have in
the new design of the Krimpenerwaard transitioned
from landscape elements to large scale landscape
components. The edges of the Krimpenerwaard
are rather closed with swamp forests which mainly
functions as a buffer strip. Within this strip, swamp
forests belong to different landscape typologies,
meaning they generate different types of services,
mainly related to regulating (flood control, carbon
storage, water filtration) and provisioning services
(timber, drinking water supply). Despite the
edges closed character, the centre areas of the
Krimpenerwaard have mostly been kept open.
Some see throughs along the edges giving sight
upon the still open centre of the Krimpenerwaard.
agricultural practices can still be found, with crops
that are adapted to new wet circumstances.

Figure 8.6: Conceptual landscape plan of the final strategy for the Krimpenerwaard composed of peatlands, swamp forests and
freshwater marshes.

Figure 8.7: Final scoring of the final concept upon the ability for climate mitigation, adaptation and upon local
characteristics that make up the local typology of the Krimpenerwaard.
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Figure 8.8: The regional design plan for the Krimpenerwaard using peatlands, swamps and freshwater marshes for climate
mitigation and adaptation. Situation in roughly 150 years.

8.3 Masterplan
The masterplan is a strategic conceptual
design, aiming to give a first insight upon the
possibilities of Nature Based Solutions in adressing
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climate mitigation and adaptation within the
Krimpenerwaard. Natural processes have regained
importance as they play an important role in the
functioning and regulation of climate related effect
on the landscape. It is a diverse landscape with

different atmospheres and juxtaposition of open
and closed, natural and cultivated, dry and wet.
The plan is composed of new landscape typologies
which have been worked out in detail in sections
and impressions which will be broken down within

the following chapter.
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Main water system
The southern inlet on the Lek is still functioning
as main water inlet for the Krimpenerwaard. The
northern and eastern outlets have now been
transformed into water inlets. As the landscape
is now transformed and adapted to water logged
conditions there is no need to transfer excess water
out of the system, as the system is now build to
retain water surplus.

Productive swamp forests
Production forests are located around the edges of
the Krimpenerwaard. They at first provide a supply
of timber as building material, but also function as a
buffer strip against possible floodings.
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Productive freshwater marshes
The productive freshwater marshes are
located in the centre and southern area of the
Krimpenerwaard. Production is in the centre of the
area more focused upon crops that grow within
highly water saturated conditions. Areas located
more towards the south focuse on production of
crops that tolerate less water saturated conditions,
as the southern area is geographically higher then
the centre and nothern areas and naturally has a
lower groundwater table.

Natural freshwater marshes
Freshwater marshes are located in between the
productive forests and marshes. They function as
regional water buffers together with water filtration
and provisioner for the productive freshwater
marshes.

Peat swamp forest
The peat swamp forest is located in the northern
area of the Krimpenerwaard. A geographically lower
area with a high soil subsidence sensitivity. An area
which combines swamp forests and natural peat
wetland.

Main connecting infrastructure
The main road connecting the Krimpenerwaard with
surrounding urban areas such as Rotterdam and
Gouda.
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9. NEW LANDSCAPE
TYPOLOGIES
Within the final design we can make the distinction
between four typologies: the peat swamp forest,
the productive blokboezem, and the productive
freshwater marshes. This chapter is dedicated

in presenting these different typologies and
elaborating on how these new typologies can be
valuable for both short term and long term. It will
give answer to the design question: How can a

Figure 9.1: The new blokboezem typology with the productive forests in the background bordering the rivers and the open
freshwater marshes on the foreground, inhabiting a great diversity of aquatic birds together with recreational sightseeing.
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landscape design for short term climate mitigation
consider long term climate adaptation in the
Krimpenerwaard?
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9.1 The Productive Forested
Blokboezem
The first new landscape typology is the productive
blokboezem. In the course of history, this type of
landscape element has changed in structure and
function. The blokboezem of the 19th century
functioned as a point of commutation between
inland peat areas and the Hollandse IJssel on the
northern side of the Krimpenerwaard. They were
back then only used to temporarily store excess
water from the peat meadow to then transfer
it onto the Hollandse IJssel during low tied.
Throughout the 21st century the blokboezem has

mainly lost its function as water storage landscape
element. Therefore, it has naturally been overgrown
by trees and now mainly inhabits ecological and
recreational values. Today, blokboezems are
considered as small landscape elements. In the
new design of the blokboezem, they have been
transformed into large scale landscape components.
Instead of being used to transfer water out of the
Krimpenerwaard, they now have been designed
to let water into the Krimpenerwaard as regional
water buffer in case of extreme precipitation,
flooding, or drought to protect or supply with water
the central area of the Krimpenerwaard. They still
incorporate the characteristic wooded element
which now also provide timber together with

Figure 9.2 Top: schematic section illustrating the new typology of the productive blokboezem
bottom: diagrams illustrating the through process in the creation of the new blokboezem typology, inspired from past and
present typology and functioning.
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open freshwater marshes that that are capable of
filtrating water before being transported further
into the Krimpenerwaard, together with ecological
and recreational values.

The wetlands behind form a second buffer zone by
storing remaining water runoff. If water runoff is
still too great, then the productive water marshes in
the centre of the Krimpenerwaard are also able to
withstand and store excess water. Forests also

Swamp forests tree species are characterised by
their fast growth. These forests will on the medium
term already be established and can be used
for the production of timber. A stock of timber
can be generated and stored for further product
development and innovation. This stock is on the
long term used for the transitioning of housing
within the Krimpenerwaard into more resilient
infrastructure being able to withstand wetter
conditions. On the long term the established forests
will also form the first protective strip against
possible flooding that could occur from the Lek
or Hollandse IJssel by slowing down water runoff.

Figure 9.3: Section illustrating the functioning of the water system within the new blokboezem system.
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Figure 9.4: Location of the new ´blokboezem´ typology
within the white borders in the new landscape plan of
the Krimpenerwaard.
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Figure 9.5: Top: Schematic illustrations of the evolution of the blokboezem typology through time within four different stages.
Alongside, mitigation and adaptation benefits are presented. bottom: Section and impression of the blokboezem near the Vlist
together with the main components that make up this typology.

Figure 9.6: Examples of different bird species that could
live within the peat swamp forests system. All species
are adapted to high and dynamic water levels.

1. Poecile montanus
2. Phalacrocorax carbo
3. Dendrocopos major
4. Certhia brachydactyla
5. Panurus biarmicus

6. Remiz pendulinus
7. Platalea leucorodia
8. Locustella luscinioides
9. Ardea alba
10. Botaurus stellaris
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9.2 The Peat Swamp Forest
The second new typology are the peat swamp
forests which are located on the northern side of
the Krimpenerwaard against the Hollandse Ijssel,

there where soil subsidence is the greatest. Within
this system, the focus lies upon the growth of
peat through so called quacking peat. This type
of peat is characterised by growing as a sort of
floating matt upon a layer of water. It is combined

Figure 9.7: The peat swamp forest composed of black alder forests, pools of quacking peat, and the old ‘tiendweg’ as a
historical relict functioning as recretional road. A piece of Dutch primal nature.
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with forests, as forests mainly offer shelter against
wind and other climatic circumstances, which is
favourable to maximise the growth of quacking
peat. This typology can also be considered as the
‘super carbon sink’ of the Krimpenerwaard through
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Figure 9.8. Impression of the boats within the peat swamp forest.

the combination of peat and forests. The swamp
forests incorporate great ecological values and
serve as great recreational areas as it is possible
to experience the more wild and primal nature
that was once dominating the peat landscape. A
few relics of the past reclamation period are still
recognisable, such as the old ‘tiendweg’ that is
being used as main recreational road.
This system is characterised as being a closed
system, meaning that the water system does not
come in contact with the other water systems in the
Krimpenerwaard. Therefore, it is a system which in
mainly fed by seepage of ground water. Precipitation
is transported out of the area through a system of
superficial ditches.
Designing with peatlands on the short term requires
the halt on agricultural practices and the increase
of ground water levels. This will on the very short
term halt the carbon emissions. On the medium
term, growth of peat will start storing carbon from
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the atmosphere into the organic material. On the
long term, the growth of peat will continue to store
carbon in the soil but will also result in land increase
which will increase the ‘sponge’ effect of peatlands,
enhancing the ability in buffering peak precipitation
and its ability in mitigating the effects of possible
flooding by absorbing runoff water. Those abilities
can become more effective when designing them in
combination with forests. Once forests have reached
their climax state their ability in storing carbon is
reduced, but by combining them with peat this
reduction is compensated through the continuous
growth of peat. On the other hand, forests present
a protective buffer for the peat if flooding occurs
by reducing water flows allowing peat to absorbe
runoff water more quickly.
Old boats are used as a landscape intervention
functioning as historical relics, and operate as
mediators between past and present. The boats are
representative of the historical golden age of the

Figure 9.9: Top: schematic section illustrating the new typology of the peat swamp forest. bottom: diagrams illustrating
the thought process in the creation of the new peat swamp forest typology, inspired from past and present typology and
functioning.

peat extraction period, which has for a long time
shaped the peat landscape. They carry earth and
grass and form a new typology to we walked on
and explored. Overtime, the boats will disappear
and sink under the, once again, rising land. They
are a constent reminder of the effectiveness of peat
swamp forest in climate mitigation and adaptation.

Figure 9.10: Section illustrating the functioning of the water system within the peat swamp forest system.
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Figure 9.11: Location of the peat swamp forest typology
within the white borders in the new landscape plan of
the Krimpenerwaard.
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Figure 9.12: Top: Schematic illustrations of the evolution of the peat swamp forest typology through time within four different
stages. Alongside, mitigation and adaptation benefits are presented. bottom: Section and impression of the peat swamp forest
in the area near the Hollandse IJssel together with the main components that make up this typology.

Figure 9.13: Examples of different bird species that
could live within the peat swamp forests system. A
distinction is made between species living within the
more open peat areas and the closed swamp forest.

1. Panurus biarmicus
2. Locustella luscinioides
3. Botaurus stellaris
4. Ardea alba
5. Platalea leucorodia

6. Ardea purpurea
7. Poecile montanus
8. Phalacrocorax carbo
9. Dendrocopos major
10. Certhia brachydactyla
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9.3 The Productive Freshwater
Marshes
The third typology are the productive wetlands,
which located in the centre and partially on the
slightly higher edges of the Krimpenerwaard

near the Lek. This typology focuses on the
productive ability of wetlands, moving from an
old monocultural landscape with mainly dairy
farming, to a landscape providing a great diversity
in products such as, cattail, reed, rice, watercress,
and peatmoss. Crops that support and highly prefer

Figure 9.14: Impression of the water inlet connecting the main waterway to the individual water basin. In between land
functioning as maintenance and recreational road.
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water saturated conditions and can be cultivated for
consumption as well as for building materials. The
slightly higher areas within the Krimpenerwaard,
offer possibilities to other types of production which
require slightly ‘dryer’ conditions such as cranberry,
and the introduction of more water tolerant cow
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Figure 9.15: View from the ribbon village upon the production wetlands. A new building functioning as innovation centre within
the Krimpenerwaard.

breeds such as water buffalos. Those can be held to
produce milk (mozzarella) and good quality meat.
Every parcel is at the end connected to a main
transporting water channel, which is through a
system of small water ways, connected to the
filtrating freshwater marshes (which are again part
of the blokboezem). A small portion at the end
of each parcel is dedicated to woodlands, which
integrates a small pool functioning as an individual
water storage basin. Every basin is supplied of water
by the main water channel through natural freefall.
Stored water can then be used to supply the crops
of enough water, and the woodlands can also be
utilised for individual wood production. Those smallscale wooded elements can also present important
steppingstones for animals or insects between the
other typologies.
The ribbon villages are also part of the typology. The
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main structure of the ribbon villages will remain, but
farms and housing will undergo transformation. As
production does not aim to compete internationally
anymore, and production is focused on local
distribution and demands, large farms will no
longer fit within this new vision meaning they will
transition towards more small-scale farms. Second,
is the transformation of farms and housing into
more resilient and adapted structures, such as
floating or a hybrid combination of semi floating
farms and housing.
This system can already be established on the
short term, as raising water levels and growth/
establishment of crops can be rather quick. Once
established this system will provide food and
building materials, create a carbon sink by raising
the water levels and prevention further oxidation,
by the growth of biomass storing CO2, and generate

Figure 9.16: Top: schematic section illustrating the new typology of the productive wetlands. Bottom: diagrams illustrating
the through process in the creation of the new productive wetland typology, inspired from past and present typology and
functioning.

some adaptation benefits by storing excess water.
Over time this system will for example be able to
generate a stock of buildings materials which can
be stored into storage sheds around the country
for product development. This will help anticipate
and prepare for the long-term transition needs
within for example the housing sector. The housing
transition in the future will be able to start quickly

as a stock of building materials has been produced,
developed, and processed into needed components
to be able to start the transition as smoothly as
possible. CO2 emissions stored on the short term
will on the long term remain stored within the
building components.

Figure 9.17: Section illustrating the functioning of the water system within the productive wetland system.
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Figure 9.18: Location of the productive wetlands
typology within the white borders in the new landscape
plan of the Krimpenerwaard.
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Figure 9.19: Top: Schematic illustrations of the evolution of the productive wetland typology through time within four different
stages. Alongside, mitigation and adaptation benefits are presented. bottom: Section and impression of the productive wetland
in the core of the Krimpenerwaard together with the main components that make up this typology.

Figure 9.20: Examples of different bird species that
could live within the productive wetland system. Trees
and shrubs provide great nesting opportunities for
species that depend on a more open structure.

1. Panurus biarmicus
2. Locustella luscinioides
3. Botaurus stellaris
4. Ardea alba
5. Platalea leucorodia

6. Ardea purpurea
7. Nycticorax nycticorax
8. Zapornia parva
9. Remiz pendulinus
10. Acrocephalus
schoenobaenus
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10. DISCUSSION &
CONCLUSIONS
10.1 Discussion
Research approach
Within the methodological framework, the Multiple
Criteria Analysis has been described as a method
to test the different models against a set of criteria.
This method is described as particularly useful when
testing different options for climate adaptation.
This method mentioned testing or weighting of the
strategies against the set criteria should be done
by the involvement of expert. Within this research,
the testing has partially been done through the
involvement of experts and by a literature research.
The first strategy was entirely tested by expert
as described in the MCA. The second strategy
by the involvement of expert and a literature
research. Here a literature research has been used
as a second method of weighting of the strategy
against the criteria, mainly the weighting of the
concept Ecosystem Based Mitigation. The choice
has been made to utilise a literature research as the
knowledge and data available regarding the ability
of the strategy for climate mitigation was abundant
and all described same results. In this case, it
seemed legitimate to utilise a literature research as
a weighting method besides expert judgement. The
third and final strategy has mainly been tested and
weighted through a literature research, and only
partially through the involvement of an expert.
Local characteristics have also been taken into
consideration and criteria have been developed
as a result of the landscape/site analysis. The
Multi Criteria Analysis method is however not
described as a method to test and weight options
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upon criteria based on local characteristics or
elements of historical/cultural value. This has
made the weighting of criteria of historical/
cultural characteristics difficult. Also, because no
expert was involved for the testing of strategies
upon local historical/cultural criteria. Another
issue encountered was the selection of features or
characteristics that were taken into consideration
or used as an inspiration during the development
of the design. Countless features could be used, but
not all might be relevant for the development of a
long-term design for climate adaptation.
This might also question the possibilities of
maintaining the current characteristics of historical/
cultural values when addressing short term climate
mitigation and especially long-term climate
adaptation. Historical/cultural knowledge and the
combination of present knowledge can generate
innovative solutions that fit within the historical
development of the area. Solutions that are areaspecific and most often not expensive. Historical
knowledge is the foundation for finding possible
solutions. But the way this knowledge is expressed
and implemented in the landscape might for the
purpose of preserving historical/cultural values
do not comply to the criteria that need to be met
for adequate climate adaptation, especially when
looking at a timescale of a 150 years. This might also
indicate that the cultural landscape we know today,
which has existed for centuries, might have reached
the end of its lifespan in the context of climate
change. Creating or design landscapes for long term
climate adaptation utilises historical knowledge
as ingredient and builds forth on past and present
structures. Overtime, designing for climate change
might result in a new definition of what historical/
cultural value entails.
Regarding the Krimpenerwaard as case study, the

chosen location by the large landscape analysis
which pointed out in which landscape most climate
issues were located, and how issues within a certain
landscape type, could possibly influence or worsen
issues in adjacent landscape types. Within all three
landscape types (peat meadows, river landscape,
polders) lie important assignments related to
climate change. I opted for the peat area as it is the
area with the most climate related issues, but it
was the only landscape type that also contributes
to climate change, due to the emissions of CO2
through peat oxidation. The peat area in my opinion
also offered more possibilities for Nature Based
Solutions approaches.

to medium sea level rise, Nature Based Solution
could indeed be an approach to the consequences
of climate change. But this design will not be able
to accommodate very strong sea level rise, thus
climate change. In such scenario, other solutions
should be investigated.
One of the solutions proposed to create a more
resilient and climate adapted peat area, it to
utilise swamp forests for the production of timber
and utilise this timber to transition towards more
sustainable housing, for example amphibious
houses. Not mentioned earlier in the report is that
the produced timber is mainly softwood timber
and is not suitable to be used in building the main

Regarding the generated knowledge from the
case study of the Krimpenerwaard, an elaborate
analysis has been conducted upon historical,
cultural, spatial, and ecological data mainly
consisting of documentation and maps offering
valuable information about the Krimpenerwaard.
Even though this method already provided much
information, I would have wanted to involve more
local experts/professionals such as local water
boards, local associations, or expert upon the
historical/cultural theme of the Krimpenerwaard.
More elaborated expert knowledge would have
given more detailed personal and site-specific
knowledge which might not always be uncovered
through a literature research only. It might also have
been interesting to supplement this knowledge by
the involving inhabitant of the case study.

structures of house, as it is not strong enough. To
extend the durability of softwood it requires to be
saturated with water, meaning that they could be
used in the creation of wooden pillars on which
houses could rest which can last for centuries
when ground water levels are kept high enough.
This means the hard wood needed for the main
structures still need to be produced outside of the
peat areas, which are more suited for the growth
of such tree species. On the other hand, the crops
generated from the productive wetlands also
provide building materials, in particular isolation
material. Such ´new´ building materials have already
been tested in different building projects. One of the
projects being a tiny house build of cattail and black
alder tree, both species that grow within the peat
areas. Such initiatives are still in development but
are promising for the future as innovations progress
quickly (Rick, 2021).

Design
Within the new design of the Krimpenerwaard
a specific sea level rise scenario, based on KNMI
scenarios, has been taken into consideration (KNMI,
2019). It is a medium scenario in between very mild
and very strong sea level rise. In the case of mild

Significance
Within the context of climate change, being one of
the biggest challenges of the 21st century (Nations,
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2015), there is an urging need to revise the way
we utilise our landscapes, especially if we want to
offer future generations a healthy and save planet
to live on. As landscape architects, we have a role
in defending and protecting our landscapes and
engaging the discussion regarding new sustainable
climate proof landscapes.

points within the designing of a climate proof
landscape, as more attention has been given to this
phenomenon within the media, addressing the real
proximity of those tipping points. This research also
utilises a research method which encourages the
involvement of different experts and stakeholders.
Experts revolving around the topics of ecology,
water, geography, history and more. This way,
Landscape architects have with the rise of climate
different perspectives can be considered which
issues occupied themselves with themes revolving
contributes to solving an issue as a whole, thus
around ‘sustainability’, ‘climate proof’, ‘water safety’, resulting in more effective and sustainable solutions.
‘energy landscapes’ and more. But many projects
Altogether, I think this thesis offers a step closer in
focus on rather short-term ambitions, or ‘long
stimulating the discussion regarding the long-term
term’ conceptual designs that go up to 2050, with
future and speculation of the landscape of the
some exceptions that go up to 2075. Except climate
change does not stop at 2075. I do understand
that the further we investigate the future the
more uncertain it becomes. However, I think it is
important to look for the very long term as well and
not wait until exact knowledge or data is available
as it might then already be too late but start the
conversation about what we would want with our
landscapes over a 100 years and more, which might
even result in scenarios we would rather not go
towards. Example, of the Wageningen University
which has already started speculating about the
future of the Netherlands in 2120, by creating a
conceptual landscape plan (Baptist, 2019).
It is a very human like habit, to go towards a
direction we have enough knowledge or data
of, creating a certain sense of security of what
the outcome might really be. Within this thesis,
the design goes even further taking the year
2170 as point on the horizon. The results could
complement similar kind of explorative designs
such as previously mentioned from the Wageningen
University. Besides, the reason why such long
period is considered is because this research
also takes into consideration possible tipping
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Dutch Metropolitan Delta. As this area is the most
vulnerable to the consequences of climate change,
this design can be seen as source of inspiration to
the creation of a future proof Metropolitan Delta.
But changes should also go together with a change
in mindset, meaning compromises will need to be
made to address climate change accordingly.

10.2 Conclusion
The overarching objective within this research was
to achieve ADAPTIVITY, meaning acting on possible
tipping points within climate change to generate an
adaptive landscape design, strengthening the socialecological resilience of the Dutch Delta Metropole.
Two specific objectives have then been set to
address the issues within the Krimpenerwaard; first
was to study solutions for water safety, to reduce
the vulnerability of the Krimpenerwaard to possible
flooding and extreme precipitation. Second, was to
study solutions for soil subsidence, to reduce CO2
emissions and vulnerability to water nuisance. This
conclusion will address the sub research questions,
then de design question, and finally respond to the
main research question.
SRQ1: What are characteristics the make up the
local typology of the Krimpenerwaard?
The Krimpenerwaard has due to its location
between three rivers undergone a unique
reclamation period divided into three different
stages. The idea of draining the peat as quickly and
efficient as possible was guiding for the introduction
of an extensive system of ditches guided by water.
Later, due to the introduction of dikes around the
Lek and the damming of the Hollandse Ijssel, many
polders, even the polders immediately along the
Lek, shifted their drainage to the Hollandse IJssel.
‘Boezems’ were constructed along the Hollandse
IJssel to temporarily store the water which was,
when possible, transferred onto the Hollandse Ijssel.
Still today the Krimpenerwaard utilizes the same
extensive system of ditches and boezems which is
also strongly influences by its morphological and
geographical characteristics. Landscape elements

from the past which have lost their function, often
due to modernization or changing land use, have
been overgrown and created unique landscape
elements that contrast with the open landscape but
still inhabit cultural/historical values.
SRQ2: What are possible strategies described
by Nature-Based Solutions for mitigation and
adaptation within the peat meadow?
The overarching concept of Nature Based Solutions
includes (among many others) two concepts
that specifically address climate mitigation
and adaptation which are, ecosystem-based
mitigation and ecosystem-based adaptation.
Before investigating the strategies described within
the literature of Nature Based Solutions, a broad
landscape analysis has been conducted providing
the first insights regarding the landscape of the
Dutch Metropolitan Delta. Within the concepts of
ecosystem-based mitigation and ecosystem-based
adaptation, five strategies are being described,
but through educated guess based on knowledge
gathered through the initial landscape analysis,
three strategies have been selected that seemed
possible within the peat meadow: river restoration,
wetland restoration, and reforestation. The research
through design phase then showed, through the
involvement of experts and literature research,
that only the strategies of wetland restoration
and reforestation were technically possible within
the peat meadow, and more specifically the
Krimpenerwaard.
DQ: How can a landscape design for short term
climate mitigation consider long term climate
adaptation in the Krimpenerwaard?
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Within the landscape design of the
Krimpenerwaard, wetland ecosystems are used
to address climate mitigation of the short term
and climate adaptation on the long term. Here
the distinction can be made between peatlands,
swamp forests, and freshwater marshes. Those
are all ecosystems that mainly provide mitigation
benefits on the short term, and the more those
systems become established the more their ability
in providing climate adaptation increases. Designing
with wetlands on the very short term requires
increase of ground water levels. This will already
halt the emissions of carbon. On the medium term,
biomass growth within each specific system results

Main research question: What are possibilities of
Nature-Based Solutions within the peat meadow to
address climate mitigation and adaptation?

in the creation of carbon sinks, some systems more
than others, depending on the type of biomass and
the duration of grow of biomass. On the long term
they al provide adaptation benefits and increase the
landscape and people’s resilience to climate change.
Within all systems, their capacity in regulating
the effect of peak precipitation and flooding
is increased by storing runoff water. Peatlands
specifically also generate land increase, swamp
forests generate timber, and freshwater marshes
provide food, building materials, and drinking
water. The designing of wetlands on the short term
implies looking at synergies between systems, as
they could complement each other on the short
term for climate mitigation and on the long term
increase their ability in climate adaptation. For
example, designing peatlands together with swamp
forests significantly increases the resilience of both
systems, as established forests offer protection for
peat growth in case of disruptions. On the other
hand, peat can on the long term still fulfil a carbon
sink function as forests carbon sink ability decreases
over time which is not the case for peat.

possible within the peat meadow which are wetland
restoration and reforestation. The issues presented
in SRQ1 within the peat meadow, which are strongly
related to climate change, can mostly be addressed
through the usage of freshwater wetlands. SQR1
also illustrates the long history of the landscape as a
productive landscape and supplier of food and other
products for the surrounding urban areas, which
have consequently also influenced existing issues.
As shown in the in the illustration bellow (image x),
Nature Based Solutions for climate mitigation and
adaptation offers the possibility for three different
wetland systems: freshwater marshes, peatlands,
and swamp forests. Each system is represented
on a timescale of 150 years, which also illustrates
the fluctuation of the ability in mitigation and
adaptation of each system. This fluctuation might
be influences because of the productive nature
of a specific system, such as the swamp forests
which are partially cultivated to provide timber.
The fluctuation of other systems might also be
influences by ‘natural’ disturbances, such as the
peatlands which might through time experience
some damage due to an occasional flooding but will
be able to recover rather quickly.
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Initially the focus of this thesis was about the
integration of new forests in the context of climate
change. After a thorough literature review of
Nature Based Solutions concepts and a better
understanding of the challenges within the
Krimpenerwaard it seemed to be more valuable
approach possible solutions from a broader
perspective. From SRQ2 three strategies of Nature
Based Solutions were suggested. After testing it
appeared that only two strategies were technically

As the freshwater marshes and the swamp forests
mostly fulfil a productive function, the timeline also
shows a green bar representing the production of
building materials, which is related to the different
urban transition stages. The first stage consists of
generating a landscape in which the peat meadows
will be able to function as a regional water buffer
to accommodate excess water and water nuisance
within urban structures. This first stage will also
be used to build up a stock of produced building
materials to be able to start the second transition
phase quickly and smoothly. This phase consists
of transitioning infrastructure and housing into
more sustainable and adapted housing being able
to cope with more water nuisance and climate
change. This brings us to the finale stage in which
the infrastructure and housing has been fully
transitioned. Now, building materials produced
within this new established landscape can be used
to make the same transition in other parts of the
Netherlands. The Metropolitan Delta has been
transformed into a resilient landscape, composed of
healthy and productive ecosystems, together with
adapted housing, urban areas, and has become a
new global icon on how to sustainably cope with
climate change.
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Figure 10.1: Diagram illustrating the adaptation and mitigation fluctuation of the three main landscape typologies upon a timeline of a
150 years.
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natuurgebieden/naardermeer/projecten/schilnaardermeer
5.2 image by owner
5.3 http://www.jachtenonderlinge.nl/lek.html
5.4 http://www.rtvkrimpenerwaard.com/web/
agenda/foto-expositie-grezenzen-polder-concordia/
5.5 https://m.facebook.com/GrenzenVanEenPolder/
5.6 https://siebeswart.photoshelter.com/image/
I00002vBImhlb1Zo
5.7 https://siebeswart.photoshelter.com/image/
I0000kT6wO1q0Ruk
https://siebeswart.photoshelter.com/image/
I0000k0uc00yej5Y
https://www.zuidhollandslandschap.nl/langs-deboer
5.8 https://slappebodem.nl/pers
5.9 – 5.12 image by owner
6.1 https://www.zeeland.com/nl-nl/visit/wat-tedoen/bezienswaardigheden/deltawerken/alledeltawerken-in-zeeland
image by owner
6.2 https://www.tudelft.nl/en/2020/tu-delft/
historic-floods-reveal-how-salt-marshes-can-savelives-in-the-future
7.1 – 7.5 image by owner
Part three page - https://www.natuurmonumenten.
nl/natuurgebieden/nieuwkoopse-plassen/varen/
groepsvaartochten-nieuwkoopse-plassen
8.1 https://www.reformrivers.eu/gallery/119
8.2 – 8.3 Image by owner
8.4 https://russia.wetlands.org/video/restoringpeatlands-russia-fire-prevention-climate-changemitigation/
8.5 – 8.8 image by owner
9.1 – 9.19 image by owner
10.1 image by owner
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12. APPENDICES
12.1 Apendix A: Site analysis maps

Map illustrating the tidal influence within the Lek
and the Hollandse IJssel. It also shows the dyke
vulnerability within the Krimpenerwaard. Mainly
the dyke around the Hollandse IJssel being most
vulnerable.

The share of NNN (Nature Network Netherlands)
within the Krimpenerwaard.

Map illustrating most characteristic (historical)
elements within the Krimpenerwaard. Such as
the large ‘blokboezems’, ‘tienwegen’, and the old
‘ringvaart’ in the centre of the area.

Map illustrating the soil composition of the
Krimpenerwaard. The area in mostly composed
of peat (purple), still past river influence is visible
(blue) along the edges of both the Lek and Hollanse
IJssel.
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12.2 Apendix B: Results testing of the
three strategies
Strategy 1: River restoration

Strategy 2: Wetland restoration

Strategy 3: Reforestation
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Let us embark on a massive
project of wetland restoration across the
Dutch Metropolitan Delta
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